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PICNIC TIME

Charleston | 300-92-187
Top of the line basket with service for four. Includes stemless glasses, porcelain plates,
18/10 stainless steel flatware, insulated wine tote and food cooler, full-sized wooden serving
tray, a paddle cheese board and cheese knife, and Festival Blanket,
824-99-805. Made of willow with real leather trim. 25.5” x 17” x 11.8”
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| Picnic Time

Festival Blanket | 824-99-805
Patchwork design blanket with solid denim underside. Machine washable and dryable.
Each blanket is handmade; fabric patterns and pattern placement may vary.
Color scheme will remain the same. 57” x 67”

130

406

Highlander | 302-55-401
Bombay-style basket with deluxe service for four. Includes blanket.
Made of willow with quilted red tartan lining. 22.5”x 17”x 12”

Somerset | 213-87
English-style double-lid basket with deluxe service for two. Features porcelain plates, insulated
cooler and wine duffel. Made of willow with genuine leather straps. 19” x 13” x 12”

Picnic Baskets

|
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Windsor | 214-90-915
English-style basket with deluxe service for four. Features
porcelain plates. Made of willow with genuine leather straps.
23.5” x 14.5” x 11”

613

915

Canterbury | 212-86
English-style basket with deluxe service for two. Features porcelain plates.
Made of willow with genuine leather straps.
16” x 12” x 16”

014 |

Picnic Time

Newbury | 207-50-404
English-style basket with deluxe service for four.
Features porcelain plates. Made of willow with cotton lining. 20.5” x 13.3” x 8”

Bristol | 204-25-404
English-style basket with deluxe service for two.
Features porcelain plates. Made of willow with cotton lining.
15.8” x 12” x 7.5”

Picnic Baskets
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Canasta Grande | 119-00
Flat lid empty picnic basket with willow body,
poly-cotton liner and reversible, removable tabletop lid.
Full color lid decoration available. 19” x 14” x 11”

016 |
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Canasta | 118-00
Flat lid empty picnic basket with willow body,
poly-cotton liner and reversible, removable tabletop lid.
Full color lid decoration available. 16.5” x 11.5” x 10”

Prairie Basket with Canvas Liner

|

349-01-187

Prairie Basket | 349-00-505

Traditional woven wood picnic basket, made in the USA from Appalachian white ash, with solid
brass nails and brass-coated hardware and a removable canvas liner.
17.9” x 12” x 9.8”

Traditional woven wood picnic basket, made in the USA from Appalachian white ash,
with solid brass nails and brass-coated hardware. 17.9” x 12” x 9.8”
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Country Basket | 138-00-300
Willow picnic basket with wooden split-lid design.
Includes removable polycotton liner. 17.5” x 13” x
8”/14”

Champion | 208-40
Picnic basket with deluxe service for two, with wine glasses,
stainless steel flatware and corkscrew. 16” x 12” x 8”

Picnic Baskets
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Barrel | 223-25
Barrel-shaped basket with deluxe service for two.
Made of willow and durable polyester canvas lining. 18.5” x 12” x
17”

319

320

Romance | 322-31
Basket with deluxe service for two. Made of willow with polyester canvas lining.
15.8” x 12” x 12”

018
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Piccadilly | 202-19
Double-lid basket with service for two. Includes roll-up flatware pouch.
Made of willow with polyester lining. 16.5” x 11” x 9.3”
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114

321

Catalina | 140-10
English-style basket with picnic service for two. Features ceramic plates and mugs.
Made of willow with polyester lining. 14” x 11” x 7.5”

Picnic Baskets
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Napa | 215-19
Basket with wine and cheese service for two. Made of willow with
durable polyester canvas lining. 12.5” x 8.5” x 10.5”

Heart Basket | 329-35-190
Picnic basket with deluxe service for two. Made of willow
with antique white cotton lining and linens. 17.5” x 15” x 10”

020
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Corsica | 120-04-187

Yellowstone | 216-76-777
Basket with deluxe picnic service for two. Features canvas shoulder strap and sturdy carrying
handle. Made of willow with polyester canvas lining. 15” x 10” x 13”

Insulated two-bottle wine basket with cheese service and corkscrew. Made of willow
and polyester canvas with adjustable shoulder strap. 9.8” x 6.5” x 13.8”

318

320

Vino | 122-15
Basket with wine and cheese service for two. Features two exterior wine compartments.
Made of willow with durable polyester canvas lining. 14” x 11” x 11.5”

Gondola | 225-44-318
Contemporary picnic basket with service for four and two exterior storage compartments
for wine and food. Made of willow with durable polyester canvas lining. 22.5” x 16” x 11”

Picnic Baskets

|
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Verona | 224-82

Barrel-shaped basket with deluxe wine and cheese service for two.
Made of willow and polyester canvas. 18” x 10.5” x 10.5”

Pioneer | 346-76-916
Double-lid basket with deluxe service for two. Includes blanket, as shown.
Basket made of canvas with water-resistant bottom. 20” x 12.5” x 11.5”

022
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Kabrio | 325-72
Basket with built-in wooden table top. Has wine and cheese service for two.
Made of willow with polyester canvas lining and lid. 14.5” x 10” x 11”

Wine Baskets

|
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Avalanche | 538-38-915

PT-Colorado | 531-20

Insulated hard-shell cooler on wheels with deluxe service for four and
adjustable shoulder strap. Features 45-can capacity food storage
compartment. Made of polyester dobby. 15” x 13” x 19”

Insulated picnic backpack cooler with a 20-can capacity
and deluxe service for two. Made of polyester.
15.5” x 10.5” x 7”
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116

Toluca | 401-42
Insulated cooler with deluxe picnic service for two.
Large water-resistant food section with 24-can capacity.
Made of polyester canvas. 14” x 10.5” x 13”

024 |
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Verdugo | 413-44-179
Insulated cooler with deluxe picnic service for four
and water-resistant food section. 30-can capacity.
Made of polyester canvas. 17.5” x 11” x 13”

504-42-779

See pg. 129 for Laguna,
503-42-322 pricing.

504-42-777
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Malibu | 508-23
Insulated cooler with deluxe picnic service for two. Has a removable water-resistant liner and
two-bottle wine section. 12-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas. 14.5” x 10.5” x 9”

Picnic Totes |
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The Oniva brand promotes recreation, an active lifestyle, and outdoor adventures.
It is something that has a sense of motion and movement.

So get up... and let’s go!
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POTLUCK | 650-00
Portable insulated casserole tote with two compartments. Has loops on handles to
hold serving spoons (not included) and removable identification tag.
Made of polyester (or polyester microfiber, 175 only). 7” x 16.5” x 10.8”

028 | Oniva
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PRANZO | 512-80
322

Insulated picnic cooler with service for one. Separate hot and cold compartments. 8-can capacity.
Includes napkin, flatware, and salt and pepper shakers. Made of polyester. 12” x 8” x 11”

Totes | 029
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ZUMA | 634-00
Insulated backpack cooler with water-resistant liner. Features separate sections for
food and gear, two exterior beverage pockets and a phone pocket in shoulder strap.
Cooler section has a 13-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas. 11” x 7” x 19”

030 | Oniva

PISMO | 642-00-324
Insulated backpack cooler with water-resistant liner. Features separate sections for food
and gear, two exterior beverage pockets and a phone pocket in shoulder strap. Cooler
section has a 13-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas. 11” x 7” x 19”
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METRO BASKET | 645-00
Lightweight insulated cooler basket. Features water-resistant
interior and expandable drawstring top. 26-can capacity.
Polyester canvas with aluminum frame. 19” x 11” x 10” Base:
15”

MARKET BASKET |

648-00

Lightweight, insulated cooler basket with fully-removable zippered top.
Features water-resistant interior with 29-can capacity.
Made of polyester with aluminum frame. 19” x 11” x 10” Base 15”

Totes | 031
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190

LARGE GARDEN TOTE | 543-93
Lightweight canvas gardening tote with three garden tools.
Includes polyester tote and tools with wooden handles.
9.8” x 4.3” x 10”

032 | Oniva

GARDENER | 542-93-121
Folding seat with five gardening tools and detachable
storage tote. Steel tools with wooden handles.
Seat made of polyester on steel frame. 12” x 13.5” x 15.5”
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URBAN BASKET | 546-00
Compact, non-insulated folding market basket with stationary aluminum handle and center divider
that flattens and doubles as a basket bottom. Made of durable polyester.
Folded: 10” x 2.3” x 15.3” (including handle) Opened: 15.8” x 9.5” x 8.5”

MERCADO BASKET | 599-00-179
Insulated split-lid cooler basket with water-resistant interior. 18-can capacity. Exterior front pocket.
Made of polyester. 17” x 9.8” x 10”
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AERO | 600-00-179
Insulated cooler with front pocket and adjustable shoulder strap. 27-can capacity. 11” x 8.3” x 10”

MONTERO | 604-00
Insulated cooler tote with 20-can capacity, front zippered pocket and versatile carrying strap.
Made of polyester. 11.8” x 6.3” x 12.6”

Totes | 033

100
175

Attachment strap on
back for golf carts

138

PTX | 633-00
Insulated backpack cooler with 20-can capacity and water-resistant interior liner. Features golf cart
harness, five separate pockets, and a stretch cargo cord for added storage.
Made of polyester. 11” x 7” x 12.5”

138
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TURISMO | 641-00
Insulated day-trip backpack cooler with multiple pockets. 20-can capacity. Features insulated water
duffel and large utility clip. Made of polyester canvas. 16” x 5” x 19”

034 | Oniva

SIX PACK | 608-00
Insulated six pack holder. Fits most bottles and cans of water, beer or soda. Features front pocket and
interior slot for an ice pack. Made of neoprene with padded handles. 7” x 4.5” x 9”

105
300
125

OTTOMAN COOLER WITH TROLLEY | 594-85
Integrated luggage strap on back side of cooler allows for attachment to trolley included.
Made of polyester and chrome-plated iron, 20” x 12” x 12”; See pg. 113 for trolley details.
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300

OTTOMAN COOLER | 594-00
Insulated, collapsible cooler with 24-can capacity. Has a padded lid, front panel door and padded
shoulder strap. Holds up to 350 lbs. when used as a seat or ottoman. Made of polyester, 20” x 12” x 12”

Totes | 035
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ACTIVO | 614-00

HERMOSA | 612-00
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and front zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. 21” x 8.7” x 13”

Insulated cooler tote with multiple pockets and expandable main storage area. 20-can capacity.
Features water-resistant lining. Made of polyester canvas. 13.5” x 5.5” x 14”

639
138
604

BEACH TOTE | 657-00
Large-capacity beach tote with multiple pockets, adjustable shoulder strap and carry handles.
Insulated cooler compartment on the bottom holds up to 7 cans.
Made of polyester. 20” x 5.5” x 14”

036 | Oniva
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CABO BEACH TOTE | 638-00
Polyester canvas tote with soft cotton/polyester rope handles and a complementing woven bamboo
beach mat. Beach mat has an integrated zip-up cover for convenient rolled up storage in flap of tote.
Extended mat: 23” x 69” Tote: 20” x 14”
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TAHOE | 598-00
Extra large insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner. Features front zippered pocket
and 48-can capacity. Made of durable polyester canvas. 23” x 8.3” x 17”
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138

TOPANGA | 619-00
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and zippered pocket. 24-can capacity.
Made of polyester canvas. 21” x 8.7” x 13” Base 13.5”

Totes | 037
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BONGO COOLER/SEAT | 596-00
Fully-insulated, collapsible cooler with padded cushion-top lid, shoulder strap and removable
water-resistant liner. Can also be used as a seat. Wood composite frame covered in polyester.
12.3” diameter x 11.8”

038 | Oniva

CART COOLER | 545-00
Insulated 25-quart cooler sits on a lightweight steel trolley with extra-wide,
easy-glide wheels. Has removable 15-quart water-resistant liner that holds 27 cans.
Made of polyester microfiber. 15.3” x 13” x 37.5”
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SIDEKICK | 779-00
Portable polyester cooler with heat-sealed, water-resistant interior and steel legs. Features large
zippered opening to load cooler and smaller opening for convenient retrieval of items inside.
Has an adjustable shoulder strap, and folds easily and securely for storage. 18.5” x 18.5” x 27.8”

Coolers | 039
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COVE | 112-00

MANTA | 113-00

Portable sun and wind shelter. Made of 190T polyester with UV 40+ protection. Has heavy-duty PE floor,
fiberglass poles and 25” storage bag with carrying handle. (Requires minimal assembly.)
Open: 94.5” x 47.3” x 47.3”

Pop-up sun and wind shelter with floor. Made of 190T polyester with UV 40+ protection.
Has fiberglass frame and storage bag with carrying strap. 86.5” x 47.3” x 39.5”
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UMBRELLA 5.5 | 822-00

UMBRELLA | 812-00-996
Multi-color striped umbrella with tilt feature. Has 1.3” diameter pole.
Made of polyester. Opens to 6.8’ H by 5’ diameter.

042 | Oniva
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Sun umbrella with 1.3” diameter pole and tilt feature. Made of polyester.
Canopy opens to 6.8’ H by 5.5’ diameter.
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BEACHCOMBER | 802-00
Lightweight, portable beach mat. Fully-padded with adjustable reclining backrest.
Large zippered pocket and adjustable shoulder strap. Polyester with steel frame.
21.3” x 21.3” x 2.8” Fully unfolded: 63.8”

Beach | 043

Liner drainage spout

679
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ADVENTURE WAGON | 739-00
Portable, folding utility wagon with heavy-duty wheels and telescopic handles. Folds compactly.
Includes fitted cover with carry handle. Made of 600D polyester with powder coated steel frame.
Maximum weight capacity, 225 lbs. 36” x 18” x 13”

044 | Oniva

ADVENTURE WAGON ELITE | 739-85
Upgrade the Adventure Wagon by adding a sturdy folding table top and a fitted,
fully removable waterproof liner with drainage spout.
Liner: 32” x 16” x 15” Table: 35” x 19” x 2.8”

All-terrain
wheels provide
outstanding
maneuverability
through almost
any terrain

ADVENTURE WAGON - ALL-TERRAIN | 741-00-679
Portable, folding utility wagon with large all-terrain wheels and telescopic handles. Folds compactly.
Includes fitted cover with carry handle. Made of 600D polyester with powder coated steel frame.
Maximum weight capacity, 225 lbs. 36” x 18” x 13”

Top can be
used as a table

ADVENTURE WAGON - ALL-TERRAIN ELITE | 741-85-679
Upgrade the Adventure Wagon - All-Terrain by adding a sturdy folding table top and a fitted, fully
removable waterproof liner with drainage spout. Liner: 32” x 16” x 15” Table: 35” x 19” x 2.8”

Outdoor Furniture | 045
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SPORTS CHAIR | 809-00
Folding chair with fold-out side table, side pockets, and insulated drink holders. Features 19.5” wide
seat, detachable shoulder strap, and loop on backrest to secure umbrella. Made of aluminum and
polyester canvas. Weight capacity, 300 lbs. Chair: 19.5” x 13.5” x 7.5”/32” Table: 11” x 14.5”
*

046 | Oniva

Umbrella 5.5 (822-00)
sold separately.
See pg. 42

FOLDABLE WITH
BACKPACK STRAPS
Chair folds compactly
and securely for easy
transportation.
Comfortably padded
backpack straps make
carrying a breeze.

RIBBED PADDING
CELL PHONE
POCKET
FOLD-OUT TABLE
Expandable fabric shelves
store conveniently under
table when not in use.

Special ribbed padding
in seat and backrest make
this chair the ultimate in
outdoor comfort.

STURDY FABRIC LOOPS
SECURE UMBRELLA OR
SPORTS BANNER

Handy easy-toaccess right-side
pocket to hold
your cell phone

639

FULLY DETACHABLE COOLER BAG

Molded cup holder
prevents spills

24-can capacity
Special pockets for cell phones, portable
music devices, tablets and more

679
Black frame has textured finish.

External bungee cord secures a towel or
miscellaneous items.
Interior side has extra large pocket for
magazines, newspapers or books.

LIGHTWEIGHT
ALUMINUM FRAME

Detachable shoulder strap enables cooler
bag to be used independently
of the chair.

350 lb. weight capacity
Base rails prevent sinking
into sandy surfaces.

FUSION CHAIR | 807-00
Made of aluminum with polyester canvas.
Weight capacity, 350 lbs. Chair: 19.5” x 13.5” x 7.5”/32”
Cooler: 15” x 4” x 16.5” Table: 11” x 14.5”

600
Outdoor Furniture | 047

175

138

PT-XL CAMP CHAIR | 793-00
Portable extra wide folding chair with 24” seat. Includes beverage pocket on armrest and carrying bag
with shoulder strap. Made of 900D polyester ripstop on a powder coated steel frame.
Weight capacity, 400 lbs. 24” x 17.5” x 24.5”/37.5”

048 | Oniva

BIG BEAR CAMP CHAIR | 808-00-175
Extra-large folding camp chair with retractable cup holder and
removable insulated cooler with 9-can capacity. Includes carrying bag.
Made of steel and polyester. Weight capacity, 500 lbs. 24” x 26” x 25”/42”

140
138

138

140
175

OUTLANDER CAMP CHAIR | 800-00
Folding camp chair with retractable cup holder and removable insulated
cooler with 9-can capacity. Includes carrying bag. Made of steel and polyester.
Weight capacity, 400 lbs. 19.5” x 22” x 19.5”/36”

179

PTZ CAMP CHAIR | 804-00
Folding camp chair with a mesh cup holder in armrest.
Includes carrying bag. Made of 600D polyester with powder coated
steel frame. Weight capacity, 300 lbs. 16” x 21” x 19.3”/33.8”

Outdoor Furniture
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CAMPSITE CHAIR | 806-00
Folding camp chair with zippered pocket on back of headrest, a mesh cup holder in the armrest,
and an optional pillow in the front of the headrest. Made of 600D polyester with
powder coated steel frame. Weight capacity, 300 lbs. 20.8” x 17.5” x 25”/37.5”

175

100

324

138

325

TRANQUILITY CHAIR | 792-00
Portable, folding beach chair with padded armrests and large zippered pocket on back of headrest.
Made of 600D polyester with powder-coated steel frame. Weight capacity, 225 lbs.
Includes a matching drawstring carrying bag. 20.3” x 15” x 25.8”/27.5”

050 | Oniva
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138

three seating positions

RECLINING CAMPING CHAIR | 803-00

175

Folding chair with padded seat and backrest, three seating positions, adjustable armrests, storage
and carrying tote and insulated drink holder in armrest. Features a large zippered pocket on back
of chair. Weight capacity, 300 lbs. Made of polyester canvas and steel. 23.5” x 25” x 23.8”/40.5”

138

MONACO BEACH CHAIR | 790-00

100

Lightweight, portable reclining beach chair with backpack straps. Features a 19.5” wide seat
with six chair back positions, an integrated cup holder in right armrest, and a pillow.
Weight capacity, 300 lbs. Made of durable polyester on an aluminum frame. 19.5” x 16.5” x
24.5”/34”

Outdoor Furniture
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100

179

104

Invert armrests for
wider seating area.

138
six seating
positions

615-00-324

VENTURA SEAT | 618-00
Portable recliner featuring adjustable backpack-style shoulder straps, six adjustable
backrest positions, and integrated armrests. Polyester with steel frame construction.
Flat: 20” x 32” x 2”

052 | Oniva

615-00-325
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STADIUM SEAT | 627-00
Lightweight padded seat with multiple pockets.
Folds into an easy-to-carry tote. Made of polyester canvas.
17” x 15” x 3”

ONIVA SEAT | 626-00
Portable recreational recliner with shoulder strap. Features six adjustable backrest positions.
Made of polyester with steel frame, and water resistant microfiber base. 22” x 2.3” x 29”

Outdoor Furniture
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Umbrella 5.5 (822-00)
sold separately.
See pg. 42

TRAVEL TABLE | 799-00
Portable, soft-top table with six cup holders and two zippered pockets. Equipped with easy-release table leg locks,
umbrella loop, and matching drawstring carry bag. Made of 600D polyester with a powder-coated steel frame.
Weight capacity, 90 lbs. 42.5” x 27.5” x 27.5”

ALUMINUM PICNIC TABLE | 801-00-133
Folding picnic table with four seats (maximum weight capacity, 250 lbs. per seat). Aluminum frame
with PP plastic seats and laminate table top. Seats fold into table top which converts into carrying
case. Includes hole for umbrella. Open: 32” x 53.5” x 26.5” Folded: 35.8” x 4.5” x 16.7”

054 | Oniva
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PICNIC TABLE - SPORT | 811-00
Folding picnic table with four seats (maximum weight capacity, 250 lbs. per seat). Made of ABS and PP
plastic on an aluminum alloy frame. Price includes full-sized, full-color Chroma-tec decoration on table.
Open: 54” x 34” x 25.8” Folded: 33.5” x 4” x 13”

100

121

Umbrella 5.5
sold separately.
See pg. 42

139

175

PICNIC TABLE | 811-00
Folding picnic table with four seats (maximum weight capacity, 250 lbs. per seat). Made of ABS and PP
plastic on an aluminum alloy frame. Open: 54” x 34” x 25.8” Folded: 33.5” x 4” x 13”

Outdoor Furniture
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BLANKET TOTE | 820-00
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap.
Made of polyester fleece with water-resistant underside.
Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”

056 | Oniva
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BLANKET TOTE XL | 920-00
Extra large outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap. Made of polyester
fleece with water-resistant underside. Open: 70” x 80” Folded: 18” x 11” x 5”

Outdoor Furniture
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125
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325

VISTA BLANKET | 821-00
Washable outdoor blanket that zips into a convenient carry tote.
Has an adjustable carry strap and an extra-large pocket on front of tote.
Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 12.8” x 16.5” x 2”

058 | Oniva
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324
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300

FESTIVAL BLANKET | 824-99-805
Patchwork design blanket with solid denim underside. Machine washable and dryable.
Each blanket is handmade; fabric patterns and pattern placement may vary.
Color scheme will remain the same. 57” x 67”

125

VISTA BLANKET XL | 921-00

212

325

138

172

Extra-large, washable outdoor blanket that zips into a convenient carry tote.
Has an adjustable carry strap and an extra-large pocket on front of tote.
Made of polyester. Open: 72” x 60” Zipped: 15” x 19” x 2”

Outdoor Furniture

| 059

ACE | 703-00-505
Executive putter set in travel case. Includes two balls, one practice cup,
and four-piece putter. Case made of wood composite with mahogany finish.
12.8” x 11” x 2.8”

custom print

MINI BEAN BAG THROW | 768-00-000
Double-sided bean bag game board featuring bean bag throw and tic-tac-toe.
For single use or team play. Board can be decorated with your custom artwork.
Includes one board and eight bean bags. 12.3” x 20” (flat)

060 | Oniva

000 custom print

901

BEAN BAG TOSS TRAVEL SET | 758-00
Portable bean bag toss game for singles or team play. Includes a set of two 18” x 28” boards that
latch together for storage, six bean bags, and a polyester carrying tote with shoulder strap.
Boards provide an open canvas for you to customize.

BEAN BAG THROW - FOOTBALL | 769-00-901
Bean bag toss game for singles or team play. Includes a set of two 18” x 28” boards,
six bean bags, and a polyester carrying tote with shoulder strap.
Boards with football field provide an open canvas for you to customize.

BEAN BAG THROW - CUSTOM | 769-00-000
Bean bag toss game for singles or team play. Includes a set of two 18” x 28” boards, six bean bags, and
a polyester carrying tote with shoulder strap. Boards provide an open canvas for you to customize.

Outdoor Furniture

| 061

VULCAN | 770-00-175
The ultimate all-in-one, insulated tailgating gas grill with removable water-resistant cooler,
three BBQ tools, and drawstring bag for grill. Carries BBQ and fully-stocked cooler
at the same time! 22-can capacity cooler. Made of polyester and PVC.
Pocket on back attaches to most trolleys. 21” x 14.6” x 12”

VULCAN WITH TROLLEY | 770-85-175
Vulcan (as shown and described above) with trolley attachment.

062 | Oniva

FIERO | 681-00-179
BBQ case with five stainless steel tools: knife, basting brush,
fork, tongs, and spatula, all with aluminum handles.
Case made of aluminum. 19.6” x 7.6” x 3.4”

18-PIECE BBQ CASE | 748-00-121
Deluxe BBQ tool set in carrying case. Contains 18 assorted stainless steel tools
with wooden handles. Case made of molded plastic. 22” x 12” x 3.5”

064 | Oniva

BBQ KIT COOLER | 757-06-175
Heat-sealed interior cooler tote with multiple utility pockets, shoulder strap and handles;
46-can capacity. Includes eight barbecue/picnic accessories. 21” x 11” x 10”

BBQ APRON TOTE PRO | 635-88-179
Full-sized BBQ apron with multiple pockets that easily folds into a BBQ tote with shoulder strap.
Equipped with three-piece BBQ tool set, BBQ mitt and chef’s hat. Made of polyester canvas.

175

137

3-PIECE BBQ TOTE | 749-03-175
Three-piece BBQ tool set; folds into an easy-to-carry tote
with carrying handle and shoulder strap.
Made of polyester canvas. 22” x 2” x 5”

METRO BBQ TOTE | 747-03
100

Three-piece BBQ tool set with silicone handles;
zips into an easy-to-carry tote with carrying strap.
Made of polyester canvas. 18.8” x 1.6” x 6”

BBQ | 065

TRUNK BOSS | 715-00-179
Expandable trunk organizer with removable insulated cooler tote
that holds up to 25 12-oz. cans. Folds and stores in pocket on cooler.
Made of polyester. Tote: 11.8” x 5.8” x 14” Trunk Organizer: 24” x 18” x
8”

PROFESSIONAL TOOL KIT | 709-00-000
Deluxe tool set in durable case. Includes a 22-piece ratchet set, 10-bit screwdriver set and more.
Made of steel and molded plastic. 14” x 3” x 14”

Auto/Tools | 067

Our Legacy brand offers a mature and refined take on the beer, wine, and spirits culture.
More people are excited about craft beers, batch vintages and aged bourbons than ever
before. We want to cultivate a sense of sophistication that is hip and relevant.

This is our legacy.

PILSNER | 602-06-512
Attractive boxed set with two tall 12-oz. glasses, two real cork coasters,
and bottle opener. Case made of solid acacia. 12” x 10” x 5.3”

070 | LEGACY

craft beer flight | 601-05-512
Two-tiered acacia tray with four 4-oz. beer glasses suspended in top shelf, a chalkboard panel,
soapstone pencil, and hollowed areas to hold beer caps and pencil. 12” x 4.4” x 5.3”

140
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doublE-growler tote | 613-00-140
Insulated growler tote for two 64-oz. growlers. Features adjustable shoulder strap.
Made of waxed cotton canvas with faux suede accents. 12” x 10.5” x 5.3”
MSRP: $33.95

double-growler tote with growlers | 613-85-140

beer caddy | 762-00
insulated Soft-sided cooler with removable padded divider, shoulder strap, and integrated retractable
bottle opener. Holds six bottles securely. Made of waxed cotton canvas. 9” x 5.5” x 6.8”

BEER | 071

ADD A TOTE (TOTES AVAILABLE WITH or WITHOUT GROWLER)

PICK YOUR GROWLER

+

GLASS GROWLER | 104-00-610
64-oz. growler with screw top metal lid.
Made of amber glass. 5” diameter x 11” H

104-00-610

610-85-105

610-85-138

610-82-105

610-82-138

610-84-105

610-84-138

610-83-105

610-83-138

STAINLESS STEEL

+
102-00-000
MATTE BLACK

+
102-00-175

ROSE GOLD

+

stainless steel growler | 102-00
single-wall, 64-oz. stainless steel growler
with swing-top stopper. 4.8” diameter x 10.8” H

072 | LEGACY

102-00-106

LICENSED OPTIONS AND PRICING
BLACK TOTE
ONLY

GROWLER TOTE | 610-00
Insulated carry tote with adjustable shoulder strap, designed to hold a 64-oz.
glass or stainless beer growler (not included).
Made of waxed canvas. 5.5” diameter x 9” H

610-85-140

610-85-311

610-82-140

610-82-311

GROWLER TOTE WITH 64 oz. Glass GROWLER | 610-85
Insulated carry tote with adjustable shoulder strap and
empty 64-oz. glass beer growler. Tote made of waxed canvas.
5.5” diameter x 11.5” H

610-84-140

610-84-311

GROWLER TOTE WITH 64 oz. stainless steel GROWLER

610-83-140

610-83-311

Stainless Steel, 610-82, matte black, 610-84, and rose gold,610-83
Insulated carry tote with adjustable shoulder strap and
empty 64-oz. stainless steel beer growler. Tote made of waxed canvas.
5.5” diameter x 11.5” H

BEER | 073

six - porter | 595-00-179
insulated Soft-sided cooler with removable divider, shoulder strap,
and integrated retractable bottle opener. Holds six bottles securely.
Made of polyester. 9” x 5.5” x 6.8”

074 | LEGACY

whiskey BOX | 605-10-509
Attractive boxed set with two 8-oz. heavy bottom lowball glasses, two sandstone coasters,
and six soapstone whiskey stones. Whiskey not included. Case made of oak. 8.7” x 7.2” x 4”

bar-backpack | 670-44-105
Insulated, padded tote specially designed to hold a variety of bar accessories.
Includes 16 essential bar tools and room for three large bottles. Features a
removable bar tools organizer. Made of waxed cotton canvas. 11.5” x 7.8” x 15”

SPIRITS | 075

madison | 668-44-508
Fully-equipped tabletop bar with pull-out tray.
Includes 19 bar accessories. Made of dark-stained acacia.
14” x 10.5” x 11.3”

076 | LEGACY

hamilton | 669-48-179
Fully-equipped three-bottle portable cocktail case with 16 bar accessories.
Ballistic nylon accented with premium leatherette. 10.5” x 10.3” x 14”

SPIRITS | 077

183
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manhattan | 667-43
Insulated two-bottle cocktail case, fully outfitted. Includes shoulder strap.
Made of premium leatherette. 10.5” x 10.3” x 14”

cantinero | 828-00-505
Wooden shot-serving tray that includes six 2-oz. heavy-bottom
shot glasses, one salt shaker, and one ceramic garnish dish.
Made of acacia. 14.8” x 5.5” x 3.3”

078 | LEGACY

Élan | 868-00-505
Stainless steel, waiter-style corkscrew with bamboo handle.
Box made of solid bamboo. 5.7” x 2.3” x 1.3”

mesavino | 841-00-505
Portable wine serving table. Features two wine glass holders, a recessed area for food,
a carved-out section to hold a wine bottle steady, and retractable folding legs.
Made of bamboo. 15” x 11” x 6” with legs down. (Glasses not included.)

maestro | 890-00-506
Three-piece wine tool set in a bamboo box. Includes corkscrew with bamboo handle,
bamboo drip ring with cork interior, and bottle stopper with bamboo and cork accents.
6.4” diameter x 1.4”

mesamio | 842-00-505
Portable wine serving table. Features carved-out areas to hold two wine glasses,
one bottle of wine, plates or finger foods. Has retractable folding legs.
Made of bamboo. 18.9” x 14.5” x 6” with legs down. (Glasses and plates not included.)

WINE | 079

120

175

waiter-style corkscrew | 862-00-505
Waiter-style corkscrew with retractable foil-cutting knife.
Made of stainless steel with wooden handle. 4.3” x 1” x 0.4”

meritage | 629-60
Insulated cooler tote with wine and cheese service for two.
Holds two bottles. Made of polyester canvas. 15” x 13” x 19”

VOLARE | 622-04-777
Insulated wine and cheese cooler tote. Holds two bottles. Adjustable shoulder strap.
Made of polyester canvas. 9.5” x 4.5” x 14”

080 | LEGACY

grenache | 888-00-179
Seven-piece box set includes corkscrew, drip ring, two bottle stoppers,
pourer/stopper, foil cutter and thermometer. Box covered in black leatherette.
9.4” x 6.6” x 2.1”

syrah | 887-00-179
Five-piece box set includes corkscrew, drip ring, foil cutter, pourer/stopper and thermometer.
Box covered in black leatherette. 8.8” x 4.9” x 2.1”

cabernet | 889-00-179
Eight-piece box set includes lever-style cork-pull, two bottle stoppers, drip ring,
foil cutter, pourer/stopper, thermometer and extra cork-pull in leatherette box.
8.7” x 7.2” x 4.9”

Wine

|
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bodegA | 597-00-179
Insulated twelve-bottle wine tote/cooler with integrated trolley. Has telescoping handle
with push-button release, and water-resistant liner with removable divider. Has three large
exterior pockets. 40-can/12-bottle capacity. Cooler made of polyester. 15” x 14.3” x 17.3”

cellar with trolley | 660-85-179
Insulated six-bottle wine tote/cooler with trolley attachment. Includes a removable divider
and water-resistant liner. 36-can capacity. Polyester ripstop exterior. cooler: 14” x 13” x 14”

082 | LEGACY

trolley | 738-00-000
39” tall, 18” folded. Base 7.5” x 8” with stability bar.
Maximum load capacity, 77 lbs.

cellar | 660-00-179
Insulated six-bottle wine tote/cooler. Includes a removable divider and water-resistant liner.
36-can capacity. Polyester ripstop exterior. 14” x 13” x 14”

179
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wine country tote | 617-00
Insulated two-bottle wine tote with cheese service and corkscrew.
Features adjustable shoulder strap, carry handles, and large
compartment for food and sundries. 14” x 12” x 8”

105

sonoma | 616-60
Expandable wine and cheese tote with service for two.
Holds three bottles. Made of polyester. 12” x 13.5” x 6”

WINE | 083

175
140

moreno | 624-04
Insulated three-bottle wine tote with detachable, adjustable
sling strap/backpack straps. Includes wine and cheese service.
Made of 1200D polyester. 10.3” x 5.1” x 13.3”

084 | LEGACY

138

shoulder strap converts
to backpack straps

adventure wine tote | 505-05-140
Insulated double wine tote with deluxe service for two. Features a portable acacia table, 11” x 11” x 1.6”,
and secured side load wine storage. Made of waxed cotton canvas. 12.6” x 4.7” x 11.4”

WINE | 085
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118
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duet | 623-04
Insulated wine and cheese cooler tote. Holds two bottles.
Adjustable shoulder strap. Made of polyester canvas. 9.5” x 4.5” x
14”

wine sack | 631-95-175
Insulated single-bottle wine duffel with adjustable strap.
Includes stainless steel corkscrew. Made of polyester.
4.5” diameter x 12”

086 | LEGACY
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barossa | 522-49

Insulated single-bottle wine tote/cooler with service for two. Features adjustable shoulder strap.
Made of polyester canvas. 7.5” x 3.8” x 13.5”

estate | 514-49-521
Insulated single-bottle wine tote/cooler with service for two.
Features adjustable shoulder strap. Made of polyester canvas.
8.5” x 4.5” x 14”

179
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samba | 647-95
Lightweight neoprene two-bottle wine tote. Includes stainless
steel waiter-style corkscrew. 6.3” x 3.3” x 13.6”

179
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mambo | 646-95
Lightweight neoprene single-bottle wine tote.
Includes stainless steel waiter-style corkscrew. 3.2” x 3.3” x
13.6”

Wine

|
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Toscana encompasses both a modern appeal and the essence of old world hospitality.
We aim to create centerpieces to the experiences that people have when enjoying the
company of others. Something that facilitates togetherness and the memories that result.
This is where you can find the old world, redefined to a modern home.

Acacia Brie | 879-03-512
Circular cheese/cutting board and three stainless steel cheese tools
with wooden handles. Board swivels open to reveal tools. Made of acacia.
7.5” diameter x 1.2”

096 | Toscana

Acacia Circo | 855-04-512
Circular cheese/cutting board and four full-tang stainless steel cheese tools with wooden
handles. Board swivels open to reveal tools. Made of acacia. 10.2” diameter x 1.6”

Brie | 878-00-505
Circular cheese/cutting board and three stainless steel cheese tools
with wooden handles. Board swivels open to reveal tools. Made of rubberwood.
7.5” diameter x 1.2”

Circo | 854-00-505
Circular cheese/cutting board and four full-tang stainless steel cheese tools with wooden handles.
Board swivels open to reveal tools. Made of rubberwood. 10.2” diameter x 1.6”

Cheese Boards

| 097

Festiva | 852-00-505
Cheese board with slide-out drawer that holds three stainless steel
cheese tools and a corkscrew. Made of rubberwood.
8.7” x 7.9” x 2”

Regalio | 813-00-505
Tiered serving tray/cheese board with three full-tang
cheese tools and swiveling tiers.
Made of rubberwood. 10” x 10” x 11.5”

098
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Formaggio | 856-00-505
Oval cutting board with slide-out drawer to hold
three stainless steel cheese tools and a corkscrew.
Made of bamboo. 13” x 8” x 2”

Colby | 845-00-506
Combination cheese board and serving tray with three full-tang
cheese tools in pull-out drawer built into side of board.
Made of rubberwood. 13.4” diameter x 2”

Asiago | 869-00-505

Folding cheese board with tuck-away panel that holds
four hollow-handled stainless steel cheese tools.
Made of rubberwood. 11” x 8.5” x 1.7”

Carnaval | 819-00-505
Compact, folding cutting board. Includes four stainless steel cheese tools, each
with a different colored wooden handle. Made of bamboo. 8.7” x 7.9” x 1.3”

Cheese Boards

| 099

Concavo | 823-00-505
Rectangular cutting board and serving tray with curved surface to cradle food.
Comes with three cheese tools, three ceramic cheese markers, and a wet erase pen.
Made of bamboo. 13.5” x 8” x 2”

Mariposa | 849-00-505
Gourmet two-toned cheese board with stainless steel wine
and cheese accessories tucked away in two swing-out drawers.
Made of bamboo. 14.8” x 8.8” x 2.8”

100
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Leaf | 830-00-505
Leaf-shaped swivel-style cheese/cutting board with inlaid stripe design. Includes three stainless
steel cheese tools and corkscrew with striped wooden handles. Made of bamboo.
18.1” x 9.6” x 1.6”

Soirée | 853-00-505
Folding wooden cutting board with a cheese wire and three stainless steel cheese tools.
Magnets in board keep tools secured. Made of bamboo. 9.5” x 11” x 1.5”

Delio - Acacia | 833-00-512
Cutting board and cheese tools set. Features a chalkboard area. Includes one cheese knife,
three cheese markers, and one soapstone pencil. 15” x 10” x 0.8”

Cheese Boards

| 101

Icon | 910-00-505
Rectangular glass-top cheese/cutting board with removable serving tray top and full-tang
stainless steel knife stored in board for convenience. Made of rubberwood with dark bamboo
rim, and 11” x 8.5” tempered glass. Available with a variety of layouts to choose from, including
your favorite Collegiate or NFL football field, NBA court, MLB stadium, select Harley-Davidson®
and Army designs. 15.2” x 10” x 0.8”

Reserve | 817-00-508
Wine bottle-shaped serving board with removable glass insert.
Made of dark-stained rubberwood. 4.5” x 14.8” x 0.8”

Glass Top Boards

| 103

Mariner | 904-00-505
Revolving helm-shaped cheese board and four stainless
steel cheese tools stowed in the side of the board.
Made of rubberwood. 7.9” diameter x 1.8” (board only)
MSRP: $38.95

Sailboat | 905-00-505
Sailboat-themed cheese board with two full-tang stainless steel cheese tools,
one corkscrew, and removable sail for additional cutting space.
Made of bamboo and cotton canvas. 17” x 7” x 1.7”

104 | Toscana

Green Bay
Packers only

Swiss | 850-00-505
Wedge-shaped, swivel-style cutting board with Swiss cheese
inlay decoration, and three stainless steel cheese tools.
Made of rubberwood. 10” x 11.7” x 1.9”
MSRP: $35.95*

Guitar | 898-00-505
Guitar-shaped swivel-style cheese board. Includes two stainless steel cheese tools
and a corkscrew. Made of light rubberwood with dark bamboo inlays.
13.9” x 7.4” x 1.9”

Piano | 900-00-505
Grand piano-shaped cheese board. Features recessed juice groove on lid, two stainless steel
cheese tools, and a corkscrew under piano lid. Piano lid stands open on a lid-prop stick.
Made of bamboo. 9.1” x 9.1” x 2.7”
MSRP: $55.95

Heart | 918-00-505
Heart-shaped, swivel-style cutting board with stainless steel
cheese knife, corkscrew, and bottle stopper.
Made of light and dark bamboo. 9.9” x 9.3” x 1.6”

Cheese Boards

| 105

Cheese Knife | 859-00-505
Cheese knife with 3.5” sharp serrated edge. 7.5” long.
Made of stainless steel with acacia handle.
MSRP: $2.95

Wood Cutting Board | 851-00-000
Square cutting board with rounded edges.
Made of rubberwood. 6” x 6” x 0.8”

Silhouette | 846-00-505
Swivel-style cheese board shaped like a wine bottle with a recessed juice groove.
Comes with two stainless steel cheese tools and two wine accessories.
Made of rubberwood and bamboo. 13” x 5.8” x 2”

106
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Botella | 818-00-505
Wine bottle-shaped cutting board featuring beveled edges
and recessed juice groove. Made of rubberwood.
4.8” x 15.4” x 0.8”

Herb Chop Block | 897-00-505
Compact herb chopping block with double-bladed knife that stores conveniently in board.
Made of rubberwood. 11.8” x 8.5” x 1.5”

Ovále - Acacia | 893-00-512
Cutting board with recessed juice groove.
Made of acacia. 14” x 9” x 0.8”

Meridian | 857-00-510
Rectangular-shaped black walnut cheese slicer
with stainless steel handle and cheese wire. 9.8” x 6.8” x 0.5”

Cutting Boards

| 107

Kickoff | 908-00-505
Extra large football-shaped cutting board and serving tray
with laces design and recessed juice groove.
Made of eco-friendly bamboo. 20.3” x 12” x 0.8”

HomeRun! | 894-00-505
Round two-toned cutting board with baseball design.
Made of eco-friendly bamboo. 12” diameter x 0.8”
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Touchdown! | 896-00-505
Football-shaped cutting board with laces design.
Made of bamboo. 16” x 8.8” x 0.8”

Touchdown Pro | 896-00-506
Football-shaped cutting board with laces design.
Made of bamboo. 16” x 8.8” x 0.8” Only available licensed.

Quarterback | 907-00-505
Deluxe football cutting board with wine and cheese tools. Made of eco-friendly bamboo.
With three stainless steel tools—cheese knife, cheese fork and waiter-style corkscrew.
15” x 8.8” x 1.5”

Sports Themed Cheese Boards | 109

Free Throw | 840-00-505
Round cutting board with basketball design.
Made of rubberwood. 12.5” diameter x 0.8”

110
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Sand Trap | 906-00-505
Golf course-themed cheese board with removable pin,
three stainless steel cheese tools, and three wine accessories
in separate swing-out drawers. Made of bamboo. 14.8” x 8.9” x 1.8”

Caddy | 914-00-505
Golf bag-shaped cheese board with leatherette strap, three stainless steel
cheese tools shaped like golf clubs and three wine accessories
in a pull-out drawer. Made of rubberwood and bamboo. 8.7” x 13.9” x 1.6”

19th Hole | 901-00-505
Putting green-shaped cutting board featuring
recessed juice groove and removable 19th pin.
Made of rubberwood. 15” x 8” x 0.8”

Sports Themed Cheese Boards
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CATALINA | 140-10-319
English-style basket with picnic service for two. Features ceramic plates and mugs.
Made of willow with polyester lining. 14” x 11” x 7.5”

BARREL | 223-25-319
Barrel-shaped basket with deluxe service for two.
Made of willow and durable polyester canvas lining. 18.5” x 12” x 17”

118 | Collections

ROMANCE | 322-31-319
Basket with deluxe service for two. Made of willow with
durable polyester canvas lining. 15.8” x 12” x 12”

NAPA | 215-19-319
Basket with wine and cheese service for two. Made of willow with
durable polyester canvas lining. 12.5” x 8.5” x 10.5”

*MSRP for licensed product is higher than listed MSRP

picnictime.com

Wine Baskets | 119
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picnictime.com

*MSRP for licensed product is higher than listed MSRP

VINO | 122-15-318
Basket with wine and cheese service for two. Features two exterior wine compartments.
Made of willow with durable polyester canvas lining. 14” x 11” x 11.5”

VERONA | 224-82-318
Barrel-shaped basket with deluxe wine and cheese service for two.
Made of willow and polyester canvas. 18” x 10.5” x 10.5”

KABRIO | 325-72-318
Basket with built-in wooden table top. Has wine and cheese service for two.
Made of willow with polyester canvas lining and lid. 14.5” x 10” x 11”

GONDOLA | 225-44-318
Contemporary picnic basket with service for four and two exterior storage compartments
for wine and food. Made of willow with durable polyester canvas lining. 22.5” x 16” x 11”

Harmony | 121

VINO | 122-15-320
Basket with wine and cheese service for two. Features two exterior wine compartments.
Made of willow with durable polyester canvas lining. 14” x 11” x 11.5”

VERONA | 224-82-320
Barrel-shaped basket with deluxe wine and cheese service for two.
Made of willow and polyester canvas. 18” x 10.5” x 10.5”
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ROMANCE | 322-31-320
Basket with deluxe service for two. Made of willow with
durable polyester canvas lining. 15.8” x 12” x 12”

NAPA | 215-19-320
Basket with wine and cheese service for two. Made of willow
with durable polyester canvas lining. 12.5” x 8.5” x 10.5”

Set-up charges apply. Logos shown may not be the size or decorating method included in price.

picnictime.com

picnicpromotions.com

Wine Baskets | 150
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picnicpromotions.com
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All pricing includes one color, one location*MSRP
decoration.
for licensed
First decoration
product issymbol
higher included
than listed
in MSRP
price.

CATALINA | 140-10-321
English-style basket with picnic service for two. Features ceramic plates and mugs.
Made of willow with polyester lining. 14” x 11” x 7.5”

KABRIO | 325-72-321
Basket with built-in wooden table top. Has wine and cheese service for two.
Made of willow with polyester canvas lining and lid. 14.5” x 10” x 11”

BARREL | 223-25-321
Barrel-shaped basket with deluxe service for two.
Made of willow and durable polyester canvas lining. 18.5” x 12” x 17”

Dahlia | 125
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*MSRP for licensed product is higher than listed MSRP

SONOMA | 616-60-322
Expandable wine and cheese tote with service for two.
Holds three bottles. Made of polyester. 12” x 13.5” x 6”

POTLUCK | 650-00-322
Portable insulated casserole tote with two compartments. Has loops on handles to hold serving
spoons (not included) and removable identification tag. Made of polyester. 7” x 16.5” x 10.8”

VISTA BLANKET | 821-00-322
Washable outdoor blanket that zips into a convenient carry tote. Has an adjustable carry strap
and an extra-large pocket on front of tote. Made of polyester.
Open: 59” x 51”. Closed: 12.8” x 16.5” x 2”

Anthology | 127

PRANZO | 512-80-322
Insulated picnic cooler with service for one. Separate hot and cold compartments. 8-can capacity.
Includes napkin, flatware, and salt and pepper shakers. Made of polyester. 12” x 8” x 11”
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KABRIO | 325-72-322
Basket with built-in wooden table top. Has wine and cheese service for two.
Made of willow with polyester canvas lining and lid. 14.5” x 10” x 11”

MARKET BASKET | 648-00-322
Lightweight, insulated cooler basket with fully-removable zippered top.
Features water-resistant interior with 29-can capacity.
Made of polyester with aluminum frame. 19” x 11” x 10” Base: 15”

LAGUNA | 503-42-322
Insulated cooler with deluxe picnic service for two. Has removable water-resistant liner and two-bottle
wine section. 12-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas.
14.5” x 10.5” x 9”

HERMOSA | 612-00-322
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and front zippered pocket.
24-can capacity. 21” x 8.7” x 13”

PICCADILLY | 202-19-322
Double-lid basket with service for two. Includes roll-up flatware pouch.
Made of willow with polyester lining. 16.5” x 11” x 9.3”

Anthology | 129
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MARKET BASKET | 648-00-325
Lightweight, insulated cooler basket with fully-removable zippered top. Features water-resistant
interior with 29-can capacity. Made of polyester with aluminum frame. 19” x 11” x 10”

VISTA BLANKET XL | 921-00-325
Extra-large, washable outdoor blanket that zips into a convenient carry tote. Has an adjustable carry
strap and an extra-large pocket on front of tote. Made of polyester.
Open: 72” x 60” Zipped: 15” x 19” x 2”

POTLUCK | 650-00-325
Portable insulated casserole tote with two compartments. Has loops on handles to hold serving
spoons (not included) and removable identification tag. Made of polyester. 7” x 16.5” x 10.8”

HERMOSA | 612-00-325
Insulated cooler tote with water-resistant liner and front
zippered pocket. 24-can capacity. 21” x 8.7” x 13”

Vibe | 131

TRANQUILITY CHAIR | 792-00-325

VIBE

Portable, folding beach chair with padded armrests and large zippered pocket on back
of headrest. Made of 600D polyester with powder-coated steel frame. Weight capacity, 225 lbs.
Includes a matching drawstring carrying bag. 20.3” x 15” x 25.8”/27.5”

BEACHCOMBER | 802-00-325
Lightweight, portable beach mat. Fully-padded with adjustable reclining backrest. Large zippered
pocket and adjustable shoulder strap. Polyester with steel frame.
21.3” x 21.3” x 2.8” Fully unfolded: 63.8”
MSRP: $44.95
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VENTURA SEAT | 615-00-325
Portable folding recliner featuring adjustable backpack-style shoulder straps, six adjustable backrest
positions, and integrated armrests. Polyester with steel frame construction. Flat: 20” x 32” x 2”

UMBRELLA 5.5 | 822-00-325
Multi-colored sun umbrella with 1.3” diameter pole and tilt feature.
Made of polyester. Canopy opens to 6.8’ H by 5.5’ diameter.

VISTA BLANKET | 821-00-325
Washable outdoor blanket that zips into a convenient carry tote. Has an adjustable carry strap
and an extra-large pocket on front of tote. Made of polyester. Open: 59” x 51”. Closed: 12.8” x 16.5” x
2”

Vibe | 133
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VISTA BLANKET | 821-00-324
Washable outdoor blanket that zips into a convenient carry tote.
Has an adjustable carry strap and an extra-large pocket on front of tote.
Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 12.8” x 16.5” x 2”

PISMO | 642-00-324
Insulated backpack cooler with water-resistant liner. Features separate sections for food and gear, two
exterior beverage pockets and a phone pocket in shoulder strap. Cooler section has a 13-can capacity.
Made of polyester canvas. 11” x 7” x 19”

TRANQUILITY CHAIR | 792-00-324
Portable, folding beach chair with padded armrests and large zippered pocket on back of headrest.
Made of 600D polyester with powder-coated steel frame. Weight capacity, 225 lbs.
Includes a matching drawstring carrying bag. 20.3” x 15” x 25.8”/27.5”
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BEACHCOMBER | 802-00-324
Lightweight, portable beach mat. Fully-padded with adjustable reclining backrest.
Large zippered pocket and adjustable shoulder strap. Polyester with steel frame.
21.3” x 21.3” x 2.8” Fully unfolded: 63.8”

MARKET BASKET | 648-00-324
Lightweight, insulated cooler basket with fully-removable zippered top. Features water-resistant
interior with 29-can capacity. Made of polyester with aluminum frame. 19” x 11” x 10”
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PRANZO | 512-80-324
Insulated picnic cooler with service for one. Separate hot and cold compartments. 8-can capacity.
Includes napkin, flatware, and salt and pepper shakers. Made of polyester. 12” x 8” x 11”

VENTURA SEAT | 615-00-324
Portable folding recliner featuring adjustable backpack-style shoulder straps, six adjustable backrest
positions, and integrated armrests. Polyester with steel frame construction. Flat: 20” x 32” x 2”
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VOLARE | 622-04-777

KABRIO | 325-72-777

Insulated wine and cheese cooler tote. Holds two bottles.
Adjustable shoulder strap. Made of polyester canvas.
9.5” x 4.5” x 14”

Basket with built-in wooden table top. Has wine and cheese service for two.
Made of willow with polyester canvas lining and lid. 14.5” x 10” x 11”

METRO BASKET | 645-00-777

YELLOWSTONE | 216-76-777

Lightweight insulated cooler basket. Features water-resistant interior and expandable drawstring top.
26-can capacity. Polyester canvas with aluminum frame. 19” x 11” x 10” Base: 15”

*MSRP for licensed product is higher than listed MSRP

Basket with deluxe picnic service for two. Features canvas shoulder strap and sturdy carrying handle.
Made of willow with polyester canvas lining. 15” x 10” x 13”

picnictime.com
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MALIBU | 504-42-777
Insulated cooler with deluxe picnic service for two. Has removable water-resistant liner
and two-bottle wine section. 12-can capacity. Made of polyester canvas. 14.5” x 10.5” x
9”
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TURISMO | 641-00-777
Insulated day-trip backpack cooler with multiple pockets. 20-can capacity. Features insulated water
duffel and large utility clip. Made of polyester canvas. 16” x 5” x 19”

SPORTS CHAIR | 809-00-777
Folding chair with fold-out side table, side pockets, and insulated drink holders.
Features 19.5” wide seat and detachable shoulder strap. Made of aluminum and polyester canvas.
Weight capacity, 300 lbs. Chair: 19.5” x 13.5” x 7.5”/32” Table: 11” x 14.5”

BLANKET TOTE | 820-00-777
Outdoor picnic blanket with shoulder strap and zippered pocket in flap. Made of polyester fleece with
water-resistant underside. Open: 59” x 51” Folded: 13” x 8” x 3”

BAROSSA | 522-49-777
Insulated single-bottle wine tote/cooler with service for two.
Features adjustable shoulder strap. Made of polyester canvas. 7.5” x 3.8” x 13.5”

BLANKET TOTE XL | 920-00-777
Extra large outdoor picnic blanket with zippered pocket in flap and shoulder strap. Made of polyester
fleece with water-resistant underside. Open: 70” x 80” Folded: 18” x 11” x 5”
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